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After the Portnait players have completed the entire Season 8 week 7 challenges, they will be able to collect a hidden battle star throughout the week. Follow this guide to find it. A new week means a new set of challenges for Portnait players. For Season 8 Week 7, players are tasked with visiting 3 of Fortnite's pirate camps in one game, eliminating 5
opponents in named locations, a uniquely staged challenge to dealing damage while on the Zipline and then to those on the Zipline. Completing these and other challenges will reward players with a charging screen depicting the Fortnite season 8 week 7 of the secret battle star location. When you look at the charging screen (described above), it's hard to
find the clue. As Portnait season 8 week 6, the clue is harder to decipher than previous charging screens, but a look on the left side of it will reveal some marks on the wall. While the location that Luxe Skin plunges into is unknown, these marks were used to determine the location of the secret battle star. Players will want to return to Fortnite's wooden bunny
they visited in Week 6 and land on his back bow to find the secret battle star. It's worth noting that, while it's not usually a high-density area, players should expect to see others go after this secret battle star, especially considering that Portnait Season 8 is officially on the back of its lifespan. With only a few weeks left in Season 8, it seems likely that many
Fortnite players will begin wrapping up challenges and collecting their secret battle stars in banners. For players in this situation, we have put together this guide on how to find the locations of all portnight season 8 secret battle star banners. What now comes at the tail end of Portnait Season 8 or as Epic Games accumulates until Season 9 remains to be
seen, but it's worth mentioning that the entrepreneur is not one to rest on its laurels. Season 8 saw the volcano break out of the ground, so Season 9 would have to be big to stand out. Fortnite is out now for Android, iOS, PC, PS4, Switch, and Xbox One. Source: HarryNinetyFour - A surprising YouTube man has long teamed up games with a PlayStation 5
console on writer Joshua Duckworth (2143 published articles) More from Joshua Duckworth House » Guides » Mac Guides » Fortnite Season 8 Week 7 Star Secret Battle Location Welcome to Fortnite Season 8 Week 7 Secret Battle Star Location. Here you can find out how to get to this week's new Battlestar location at Portnait Battle Royale on PS4, Xbox
One, PC, Mac, Switch &amp; Mobile. Location Video Guide: Season 8 Week 7 Star Secret Battle from Discovery Challenge can be found on the back of a wooden rabbit... Useful Notes: To actually make Battlestar appear, you must first complete seven full sets of each of the weekly challenges (Weeks 1-10). Once every seven. From them completed, this
secret battle star can be collected and the Find the Secret Battle Star challenge on the #7 will appear in discovery challenges. So after completing all the challenges for seven weekly challenge sheets, you can open a new charging screen that displays a treasure room beneath the surface. On the wall in the background, you can see the wooden rabbit with a
battle star. Reward: Getting the battle star will reward you with one full battle pass layer. Frutti: Completing 55 weekly challenges will open up the secret Discovery Skin. A new week of Fortnite challenges brings a new secret battle star location for players to find. Each week that passes through Portnait is a new week of challenges and rewards. If you're
looking to find the battle star's secret location in Portnait Season 8 Week 7, then you'll need to complete all the challenges available for this week. We described all the details you need to know below, as well as included map shows you exactly where you can find the hidden battle star of the week.The first step to finding the hidden battle star is to complete
all seven Portnite season 8 week 7 challenges. You can check out our original post if you need help with these challenges, but we will provide them well below, just for convenience. Once you've completed all the challenges, you'll be rewarded with a brand-new charging screen. While the location in the image itself is unknown, if you look closely you can see
a picture of a battle star on top of a rabbit's head pulled against the wall in the background. With this information in mind, make your way to the wooden rabbit, which is located north of Snobby Beaches on the west side of the island. Go to the location and climb to the top of the rabbit to find the hidden battle star and claim it yourself. With the secret battle star
found, return to our other Portnait guides for more help. Here you can find the hidden battle star in season 8, week 7 charging screen. Credit: Epic Games This week's charging screen finally includes the Tier 100 leather, Luxe. Looks like she's raiding graves. There's a lot of V-Buck gold and other treasure in the cave she found. The charging screen, which
you'll get after completing all season 8, Week 7 challenges, also includes a clue as to the whereabouts of this week's hidden battle star, which will give you one whole layer on your way to the top. However, it's a pretty hidden clue. To find it, you'll want to highlight the picture a little. Once you do, you'll see this strange skit on the cave wall: here's the clue.
Credit: Epic/Erik Kain So. . That's interesting. What exactly is this strange painting? Well, it looks like a rabbit turned on its side. If you flip the picture, you'll see it more clearly. Battle Star Be over the rabbit's back. Luckily, there's a giant wooden rabbit to go looking for. You'll find it right here: here to find the rabbit and the hidden battle star. Credit: Epic/Erik
Kain It's cool to see Luxe appear on these charging screens. She's the first female from the 100-ply skin, and she's just cool everywhere. I'm not sure how she fits into the larger conflict between the Ice King and the Fire King, but she could be involved in the excavation sites and a mysterious helicopter flying from place to place across the map. She's
definitely the heroine of Indiana Jones/Lara Croft. Anyway, happy hunting and good luck with this week's challenges! See our guide to this week's challenges here. Portnait: Battle Royale players will be able to find a new secret fight star once season eight, week seven challenges become available today. Players have to meet certain requirements to find this
secret item, though. They must complete seven full sets of weekly challenges, including premium ones, to be able to see the fight star in their games. Players who have only the eight battle pass free season or who finish only the week seven challenges while having challenges to complete in previous weeks will not be able to see this item. From week eight
onwards, completing every seven weeks will allow players to see it. The secret battle star is only in standard situations and limited time, except for a playground. All other situations, including competitive ones like Arena, are fair game. The location of this secret battle star is hinted at in week seven screen charging, which is one of the players to open once
they complete seven sets of weekly challenges. It shows Lux falling in an underground treasure cave, and there's something carved on the wall to her left. Looks like it's a rabbit with a battle star emblem on its back. That's the clue, and it's enough for us to guess where players should go. Photo using Epic Games | A remix of Bhernardo VianaThe only rabbit
on Portnait Island where players can land is the wooden rabbit north of Snoby Falls – the same rabbit that players had to visit this week for six challenges. Screenshot with Epic Games | Remix by Bhernardo VianaScreengrab using epic games | Remixed by Bhernardo VianaScreengrab using epic gamesPlayers can get down on his back and look for the
battle star there. Once they find it hovering over the rabbit, all they have to do is interact with it to earn a free battle transition layer the next time they return to the lobby. Home » Tutorials » Mac Guides » Fortnite Season 7 Week 8 Challenges: Star Battle Treasure Map, Bust, Search, Visit Locations Guide Welcome to Fortnite Season 7 Week 8 Challenges:
Star Battle Treasure Map &amp; Bust, Search &amp; Visit Locations Guide. Here you can find out how to get to search, visit &amp; treasure chests locations Fortnite Battle Royale on PS4, Xbox One, PC, Mac, Switch &amp; Switch How to Find Search Challenge Locations in Portnait Battle Royale – Season 7 Week 8: This guide will show you season 7
week 8 of Fortnite's Battlepass challenges which includes finding all the boxes as well as searching, to visit places around the map. Portnait Season 7 Week 8 Challenges Index Map of Fortnite Season 6 Guides: Challenge locations covered for Season 7 And Week 8 video guide are: Note: The weekly challenges will be available on January 24 at 4:00 AM
ET/8am GMT. Find the secret battle star in screen loading #8 (1) Tips: By completing 8 weekly challenge sheets, you are rewarded with a charging screen that has hinted at a secret banner. This week's clue are the following A8 A9 B8 B9 coordinates. This leads you to Frosty flights where you can find the Week 8 banner south of the Great Arch. Reward: It
will reward you with one full layer to go through battle. Award Bonus: Completing each challenge in 7 different weeks (complete 60 weekly challenges) will open up the secret snow skin. Use a cosy bonfire or launch pad in various games (3) search between a mysterious tsar, a giant rock lady, and dangerous flatbed (1) tips: directly among these 3 landmarks
is a free battle star that will appear when you approach it in week 8. The mysterious hatch can be found in the wailing forest, the dangerous Flatbed is the truck hanging from the east side of the map. Search boxes in sneaky shaggy shaggers or Lonely Lodge (7) Step 1: Visit Palm Paradise and Salt Springs in one game (1) – Step 2: Visit junk junction lake
booty in one game (1) – Final step: Visit Haunted Hills and Howling Woods in one game (1) face damage to opponents while traveling by car – hard (100) elimination of explosive weapons – hard (3) [work in progress: please check back weekly for the latest Fortnite Challenge guides! ] Time to complete Portnait's Battle Royale Battle Transition Challenges
for Season 7 Week 8! Credits for Chievos Random, Harry94 and Dog Squatting
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